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Studies: End Matter

university

a voice for the community of
latter day saint scholars contributions dealing with LDS thought history
theology and related subjects will receive first priority
BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation of
revealed and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the spiritual
and the intellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge BYU STUDIES
welcomes articles from all fields of learning they should be written for the
BRIGHAM YOUNG

STUDIES is

informed nonspecialist rather than the specialized reader in the technical
8rama is
drama
language of the field creative work poetry short fiction arama
also welcomed
except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000 words
manuscripts should
approximately 15 double spaced typewritten pages
conform to the university of chicago press manual of style and footnotes
should be placed on a separate page at the end of the article
each author will receive twenty offprints
off prints and three copies of the number
in which his contribution appears
send manuscripts to brigham young university dr charles D tate jr
prove utah 84602
editor brigham young university studies a283
a285 JKBA provo

brigham young university studies is being listed in current contents
behavioral social and management sciences
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